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Dear teacher:
This packet is designed for use by 5th – 7th graders. We designed the packet thinking 
that you may be starting with review material or address learning goals for 7th grade 
on circles. Throughout, we include the why as well as the how.

The Tinkercad wheel-making activity in this packet is optional. 
Tinkercad TM is a free, web-based 3D modeling tool. It’s easy to 
sign up and students can send you a URL to check their designs.

The original MPACT program involves 
students making a 3D print of their 
Tinkercad design. For now, this is likely on 
hold. 

You may find hobbyists, hackers, and 
makers who are using 3D printing to make 
PPE and other needed items in your 
community. Share with your students 
what you find out about what they are 
doing. There are many humanitarian 
efforts going on with 3D printers.

Contact us at MPACT@terc.edu for more information about our packets for teaching 
and learning at home, as well as our in-class program that will begin again when 
students come back to the school buildings. 

Making PPE on a 3D printer requires 
creating new models on CADs such as 
Tinkercad.

Math in this packet:
• Measurement of length in problem solving
• Parts of a circle—radius, diameter, circumference—and definitions, measuring, 

and relationships
• π as the constant that relates the diameter and circumference
The circle topics meet 7th grade standards. You may omit page 6 for younger 
students. Measurement of length can be adapted for different middle grade levels. 
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Making a Toy with Wheels for a Younger Child
from Stuff Around Your Home

Body

Axle

Wheel

Corrugated cardboard—thick 
cardboard with layers. Boxes 
are often made from this. Drinking straws

Strong tape—packing 
tape, electrical tape, or 
masking tape

For body and wheels For axles

Also these tools:
• Scissors or serrated knife (use only with a grown-up, found in the kitchen)
• Pencil or pen
• Ruler marked in centimeters (cm)
• Push pin
• String
• Optional: paint and markers
You can use other materials if you cannot find these. Instead of drinking straws, 
you can use wooden dowels or skewers. Just make sure you can cut them. 
Instead of tape, you can use layers of glue and paper.

For caregivers:
• Are you stressed due to school 

closures?
• Are your kids bored?
• Not sure how math could help?
This packet includes activities for 
making and math, for you and your 
kids to do together or for your kids to 
do on their own. You don’t have to 
know the math in advance. 
Be open to exploration, and ask 
questions such as 
• “How did you do that?” 
• “How do you know?”

A sample toy
You can make many 
different designs.

Materials 
For attaching parts together
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/158517012@N07
https://pixabay.com/users/bluebudgie-4333174/%3Futm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=3853506
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https://pixabay.com/users/titidianita-33167/%3Futm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=170187
https://pixabay.com/%3Futm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=170187
https://www.flickr.com/photos/137229941@N02


The radius of a circle is a line 
segment that goes from the center 
of the circle to the outer edge.

Design on paper
q Use scrap paper.
q Sketch your ideas for the child’s toy.
q Choose the idea you want to use. 

Collect ideas

q Talk to a young child to find out:
Do they like toy animals? Cars? 
Trains? What else?
What are their favorite colors?

Pay Attention to the Toy Requirements

• The body can be narrow or wide.
• The wheels must have a radius of 3 

centimeters or less.
• The axle must be long enough to go 

through the body and the wheels, with 
room for tape on both sides.

q Cut a string little 
bit longer than 
the radius you 
want for your 
circle.

q Connect one end 
of the string with 
a pencil.

q Attach the string to the 
paper with a pushpin 
where you want the 
center of the circle. You 
can also use your finger.

q Keep the string tight 
and draw all the way 
around to make the 
circle.

Before you make the wheels, learn how to make a circle

q How did you use the radius to make your circle?
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Draw your toy on cardboard and cut it out 
q Draw the toy parts exactly—the 

right size and shape to cut out.
q Cut them out with scissors or get an 

adult to help you with the serrated 
knife.

q It can be difficult to cut cardboard. 
Keep at it!

q Make the body. Place cardboard 
strips along the bottom to make a 
good base for the wheels.

q Cut the drinking straws long enough 
to go through the toy and the 
wheels, with a little bit extra on 
each end. 

q Attach the two axles. Poke holes in 
the body (with scissors) and push 
the axles through or tape the axles 
to the bottom.

q Poke holes in the center of the 
wheels. The holes must be large 
enough to put the axles through 
and let the wheel turn.

q Put the axles through the holes in 
the wheels. 

q Put tape on the end to hold the 
wheels in place. Make sure the 
wheels will still turn. 

Put the toy together

q What math did you 
use to make the toy? 
Did you measure? 
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a completed toy
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Optional: Design the wheels in Tinkercad

Design wheels that could fit on your toy.
q Under Shape Generator, select ALL shapes.
q Select wheel.
q Use the sliders to change the sizes of different parts of the wheel.

q Center bore is the hole in the center of the wheel. Decide what radius 
is needed for the center bore to fit your axle. 

q Decide what other sliders you need to use to make your wheels the 
right size for your toy.

Test the toy

You can also make wheels with round objects 
such as bottle caps or empty toilet paper rolls. Try 
these and see what kind of toy you can make. 

q What math did you use 
to design the wheels in 
Tinkercad?
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To use Tinkercad:
• Go to 

www.tinkercad.com
• Press Join Now to 

make a free account.
• Press Create New 

Design.

• Start designing!
• For instructions on 

how to use Tinkercad, 
press Learn on your 

homepage. 
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q Give the toy to the child to play with. q What would you do differently next 
time? 

q See how it works and how they like it. q Make another toy, if you have 
enough materials. 

Sliders



Here are some shapes made 
with the Tires shape in 
Tinkercad.

The shapes are not perfect 
circles. Their edges are 
made up of small line 
segments. 
q Draw a more perfect 

circle around the edge of 
each tire. Use your pencil 
and string.

q Draw lines on each circle 
to show the radius and 
the diameter. 

In this picture, the bold lines on the Workplane are 1 unit apart.

q Estimate the length of the diameter and radius for each circle.

Small circle: Radius______ Diameter______

Medium circle:    Radius______ Diameter______

Large circle: Radius______ Diameter______

q What is the relationship between the radius and the diameter of each circle?

The diameter is ______times the radius.

q Is that true for any circle?___  Talk about it: Why do you think so? 

Let’s say you draw a 
line segment that goes 
all the way across the 
circle and goes through 
its center. That line 
segment is a diameter
of the circle. 
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More math about circles
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q Use your string to estimate the length of the 
circumference of each circle in(delete) on page 5. Use 
the grid to measure the string. Remember, the space 
between bold lines is 1 unit.

Small circle ______ 
Medium circle ______ 
Large circle ______

q Estimate the relationship between the circumference
and the diameter for all three circles:
The circumference is approximately  _____times the 
diameter.

q Is that true for any circle?___ Talk about it: Why do 
you think so?

Even more about circles: introducing π

There is a special number that always relates the circumference of a circle and its 
diameter. You estimated it when you measured the circles on p 5. The number is π 
(say “pi” with a long i). 

q Fill in C (for circumference) and d (for diameter) in the following formula:

___= π•___

π is an irrational number. That means that its digits to the right of the decimal 
point never form a repeating pattern. We can use estimates of π when finding the 
circumference and area of a circle. 

Two common estimates for π are 3.14 and 22/7. But neither is exactly π.

π with many digits. Notice how they do not form a 
repeating pattern. (How can you check?)
There are infinitely many more digits of π. 

The circumference
of a circle is the 
distance all the way 
around the circle. 
You drew the 
circumference each 
time you made a 
circle with your 
string and pencil.

3.141592653589793238462643383279502
88419716939937510582097494459230781
64062862089986280348253421170679 ...
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Practice and Connect

This picture show one full rotation of a wheel as it rolls over a rug on the floor. 
Try it with your toy.   

1. If the wheel makes one full rotation, how far will your toy go? 

2. If the wheel makes three full rotations, how far will you toy go?

3. You make a toy that is larger than your original toy. The radius of the wheels for the 
new toy is twice as long as the wheel of the original toy. Figure out how far your new 
toy will go with one full rotation of its wheels. 

Think about how you answered question 1, to help you. 

4. You want to make a toy with wheels that can go about 15 cm with one full rotation 
of the wheels. Figure out the size of the wheels you should make. 
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p. 2  How did you use the radius to make your circle?                   

The radius is the length of the string from the center to the outer edge of the circle. Students 
move the radius around the paper to make the circle.

p. 3  What math did you use to make the toy? Did you measure? 
Students may measure lengths when they draw the toy body. They should use the fact that 
the radius has to be less than 3cm to make the wheels. They must estimate the size of the 
holes in the wheels, perhaps without numbers.  Other math insights are possible!

p. 4  What math did you use to make the wheel? 

Students have to discover that the tire depth, the rim depth and the center bore radius 
contribute to making the wheel diameter. They may have used the ruler in Tinkercad to 
measure their wheel. They have to estimate sums using the sliders. All this to ensure the 
wheel is no larger than 6 units in diameter (which they have to deduce from the relationship 
between radius and circumference).  Other math insights are possible!

p. 5
Small circle: Radius 1.5 units Diameter 3 units

Medium circle:     Radius 2.3 units Diameter 4.6 units

Large circle: Radius 3 units Diameter 6 units 

What is the relationship between the radius and the diameter of each circle? 
The diameter is 2 times the radius.
Is that true for any circle?_Yes Talk about it: Why do you think so? 
Because the diameter goes through the center, it is made up of two radii that start in the 
center. These radii are the same length. So a diameter has to be twice as long as a radius. 
This will be true no matter what size the circle is, because you can draw a diameter and two 
radii that make it up, no matter how large or small your circle is. 

Prompts and Answers

p.6

Small circle__9.4 units____ Medium circle__15 units____ Large circle __19.8 units____

Estimate the relationship between the circumference and the radius for all three circles:  The 
circumference is approximately  __3__times the diameter.
Is that true for any circle? _Yes__Talk about it: Why do you think so?
There is nothing special about the small, medium, and large circles I measured. We could 
have picked any circle to measure. So the relationship is likely true for any circle. 

C = πd
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